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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

MONDAY 25 NOVEMBER 2002

Members present:

Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair

Mr Ian Davidson Mr Nick Gibb
Geraint Davies Mr Brian Jenkins
Angela Eagle Mr David Rendel
Mr Frank Field Mr Gerry Steinberg

Sir John Bourn KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General, further examined.

Mr Brian Glicksman, Treasury OYcer of Accounts, HM Treasury, further examined.

REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:
TACKLING PENSIONER POVERTY:

ENCOURAGING TAKE-UP OF ENTITLEMENTS [HC37]

Examination of Witnesses

Sir Richard Mottram KCB, Permanent Secretary, Department for Work and Pensions, Ms Alexis

Cleveland, Chief Executive, The Pension Service, Department for Work and Pensions and Mr Don

Brereton, Director, Disability and Carers Group, Department for Work and Pensions, examined.

Agency were; to simplify as many of theChairman
administrative procedures as we can tomake it easier

1. Good afternoon. Welcome to the Committee. for people to claim; to oVer them more channels
This afternoon we are looking at tackling pensioner through which they can claim; to draw attention
poverty, encouraging take-up of entitlements and we more clearly to them their entitlements; finally, to
are very pleased to welcome back to our Committee create a more eVective partnership with other
Sir Richard, welcome. organisations who might help and encourage
(Sir Richard Mottram) Thank you. pensioners to claim, and ourselves to oVer a more

direct local service which is more eVective in dealing2. You are running a new department, no doubt
with pensioners. Right across the board I think thiswith your customary skill, and we look forward to
Report identifies areas where we could makehearing from you this afternoon. Would you like to
improvements and in relation to each of those areas.introduce your team?
As the Report also rather helpfully brings out, we are(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes, on my right is Alexis
seeking through The Pension Service—through aCleveland who is the Chief Executive of The Pension
whole series of other changes—to facilitate a processService. On my left is Don Brereton who is the
of claiming by pensioners.Director of the Disability and Carers Group.
4. Meanwhile the Pension Credit will add to the3. Thank you very much. Of course, this is a very complexity of the system.important subject because we are talking about very
(Sir Richard Mottram) The Pension Credit in onevulnerable people and up to £2 billion in benefitsmay

sense adds to the complexity of the system, but inbe going unclaimed. We hope that during the course
relation to how pensioners deal with claimingof the afternoon we will be able to shed some light on
Pension Credit, it will not bemore complex for them.how we can improve the situation. Obviously we

have a very complex benefit system. It is necessarily 5.We can come back to that later if we need to.We
complex; always has been. But it leads to fraud and see in paragraph 2.16—and we know this already—
error, as we well know. Perhaps we can just start the that a lot of pensioners claim that it is not worth
meeting, Sir Richard, by asking you a very simple claiming particular benefits, they do not think it is
question: what plans do you have to further simplify worth the eVort. They think there might be rather
the benefit claims procedures for pensioners so that small sums at stake. But they are not often aware that
we can improve take-up? claiming one benefit or one small sum can lead them

to entitlement to others.What are you doing tomend(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not think we have any
this problem for pensioners?plans to simplify the system itself, Chairman. What

we are seeking to do—as is brought out very clearly (Sir Richard Mottram) This comes down to our
explaining more clearly to pensioners how all thein this Report—is to introduce a new organisation

(of which the Chief Executive is Alexis Cleveland) various benefits inter-relate. The NAO Report I
think draws attention to this document—thewhich is much more focussed on pensioners as a

group than the old arrangements under the Benefits Pensioners’ Guide—which is one example of that
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Sir Richard Mottram KCB, Ms Alexis Cleveland25 November 2002] [Continued
and Mr Don Brereton

[Chairman Cont]
process. We have essentially an education campaign 8. Could I ask Ms Cleveland about encouraging

pensioners to take up benefits?We have heard talk ofdesigned to explain to people that if, for example,
the Pension Credit coming in. How certain are youthey claim and are successful in relation toMinimum
that this take-up campaign is going to be any moreIncome Guarantee that will in turn trigger their
successful than previous ones. I think for theentitlement under Housing Benefit. All of those
campaign for the Minimum Income Guarantee youthings we are seeking to bring out in an educational
wrote to 2.4 million pensioners which only generatedcampaign. We are also training our staV in The
139,000 successful claims. That is not a very highPension Service—and Alexis can obviously talk
strike rate, is it?about this—so that when pensioners make contact
(Ms Cleveland) I think we have learned somewith them (again, this is in the report) if, for example,

lessons from that exercise. It was very much a broad-you are making contact about drawing your
brush campaign, trying to raise general awareness.Retirement Pension, we are developing a process that
With the Pension Credit campaign we are targetingwill trigger people to think about their entitlement to
letters far more specifically to individuals. We willMinimum Income Guarantee. We will be seeking—
obviously be writing to all our Minimum Incomewhen people are claiming Minimum Income
Guarantee recipients at the moment because we canGuarantee—to point out to them that this would
just transfer them to Pension Credit automatically,trigger their entitlement to other benefits like
and we will do that. For others we can identify theHousing Benefits.
people who are more likely to receive Pension Credit

6. Let us now look at your performance. If we read and we will be writing specifically to them. Then over
paragraph 1.12 and look at figure 5 (both on page16) a period of time we will tackle all pensioners to make
we will see that in some cases you do not know the sure that we contact everyone.
full extent of non-take-up. For example, if we are

9. Many low income pensioners obviously preferlooking at disability benefits we see that the data is
face to face contact rather than telephone, but youfive years old. Why do you not collect better and
are very reliant on the telephone. How can you helpmore up-to-date data?
them in this regard(Sir Richard Mottram) In relation to each of these
(Ms Cleveland) I think the telephone is obviouslyareas—and we probably need to look at them

one of the areas we are looking to develop a channel,separately—we are essentially relying on the Family
but also we will still have the on-going postal serviceResources Survey as the Report brings out, together
which actually many of the voluntary sector peoplewith the possibility of supplementary surveys. That is
were quite concerned that we might be diminishinghow we developed the data about disability. For
because quite often they work with our customers toreasons we can discuss which are, for example,
help them fill in claim forms and such like. So we willtouched on in Appendix B to the Report, for all sorts
continue working with the voluntary sector to enableof very good reasons it is very diYcult to estimate a
that channel. We will be increasing the resourcingcategory of people who are not claiming. It depends
that we actually put into face to face activity eitherupon their declared assessments of income and there
through surgeries in some of our partnerare obviously errors involved, et cetera. That is why
organisations or through home visits, and overall wewe have these fairly wide variations.
are more than doubling the amount of resources that
we are putting into that activity compared to that7. Let us look for a moment at severely disabled
which was available in the Benefits Agency.pensioners. If you look at paragraphs 6 and 7 on page

3, you will see there is a very low take-up rate by
10. Sir Richard, you are confident you canseverely disabled pensioners; losses of up to £100 a

encourage better partnerships with local authoritiesweek may happen. Why have you not followed this
and other bodies involved in this field?up and set targets to encourage take-up by severely
(Sir Richard Mottram) I am, Chairman, becausedisabled pensioners?

that is precisely what we have been doing. As the(Sir Richard Mottram) The essential reason for
report, I think, brings out, for example we have thethat, Chairman, is that in the case of Pension Credit “Good Practice Guide” agreed with the Localwe would be forecasting peoples’ entitlement to an Government Association. There is a whole range ofincome based benefit. In the case of Disability Living voluntary bodies of various kinds precisely focussedAllowance or Attendance Allowance what we would on income take-up. We have the Partnershipsbe seeking to forecast are two sets of things, one the Against Poverty and we think the Partnership hasincidence of disability and two, how individuals react been eVective in all sorts of practical ways (forto their disability. These are allowances essentially to example, the way in which we have streamlined

enable people to meet their needs when they face forms). We are quite clear that this is the way for us
disability. So they are fairly subjective things. It is to go, to be much more outward focussed in the way.
quite diYcult to forecast the numbers of people who The Pension Service works, and we think the
are going to be disabled. It is equally diYcult to report—for instance, box 9 towards the end—
forecast precisely how their needs will lead to those sketches out some of these things. The Report shows
requirements. Up until now our attention has been substantial progress, but there is more we can do,
focussed on trying to simplify the process, to work obviously.
with other groups (particularly in the voluntary
sector), to facilitate people claiming and also with 11. I hope you will not think this is a facetious
local authorities and so on, and to drive up take-up question, but how do you get through to people?
that way. The Report recommends that we look at Should you be trying to be a bit more creative? If we

are looking at soaps going on the television likethis again, and we certainly will look at it again.
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Sir Richard Mottram KCB, Ms Alexis Cleveland25 November 2002] [Continued
and Mr Don Brereton

[Chairman Cont]
EastEnders, could you get a character in there who is proportion of people over eighty are eligible for the

Minimum Income Guarantee because they area pensioner talking about the diYculty of getting his
or her pension? poorer. Have you considered a strategy of providing

a universal Minimum Income Guarantee over the(Sir Richard Mottram) It is not for me to say
age of 80 and limiting means testing between 60 andwhether your question is facetious or not, but I do
80? Have you costed that?not think that it is at all facetious, no. I think we

should be looking at those sorts of ways and I hope (Sir Richard Mottram) I could cost it for you, but
the Committee will also feel that the way in which, it is not a policy that the government has, no.
for instance. The Pension Service presents itself as an

18. Do you know what the average administrationorganisation—in my view as a newcomer to this
cost per applicant for Minimum Income Guaranteeprocess—is completely diVerent to the way in which
is, for instance?the Benefits Agency—for all sorts of reasons, not to
(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not know the answerdo with the staV of the Benefits Agency (I am not in

to that, but Alexis might know. But while Alexis isany way criticising them)—appeared to people. One
looking at that, what is absolutely the case is that ifof the messages that comes out very clearly in the
you look at diVerent segments, diVerent age cohortsReport is that pensioners were quite nervous about
of the pensioner population then older people ageddealing with the Benefits Agency. They now have a
over 80, for instance, are significantly more likelyservice dedicated to their needs.
successfully to be claiming Minimum Income
Guarantee. They are poorer, they are alsomore likely
to be claiming it. That is the policy that theGeraint Davies government has so far followed.

12. It is estimated that the amount of benefits that
19.What I am getting at is that something like 40%remain unclaimed in a given year are something in

of the people claiming Minimum Income Guaranteethe region of £930 million to £1.86 billion. What is
are over 80 and we have already heard that nearly ahappening to this money, the interest on the money?
third on average Minimum Income Guarantee arePresumably it is simply in a central account going
not claimed. A lot of these older people have notback to the government.
benefited from a good education, they are getting on(Sir RichardMottram) The money would not be in
a bit, they are intimidated by the complexity—andour annually managed expenditure so it is a claim on
also they are very costly to administer—would it notthe tax payer that is not arising currently.
be easier to say that if you are over 80 you get the

13. What would be the impact on the economy of benefit anyway?
it suddenly being spent, do you think? (Sir Richard Mottram) Get it without claiming it,
(Sir Richard Mottram) The impact of it suddenly you mean?

being spent on the economy, if you spent an extra
20. Yes. Would it be possible to provide some sortbillion pounds the Chancellor has to find an extra

of note of what the cost of that would be?billion pounds, but the impact on the economy, as the
(Sir Richard Mottram) Giving everyone theReport brings out, would be positive in local areas.

Minimum Income Guarantee automatically. Yes.1
14. The figures are not very good on take-up, are

21. It is not clear tomewhat the figures are becausethey? Something like 22 to 36% of people who are
no-one seems to know what the administration costentitled for Minimum Income Guarantee do not
is either.take up.
(Sir Richard Mottram) We can give you that(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.

separately.215. A third of the council tax benefits are not taken
up. 40 to 60% of the Attendance Allowance are not 22. On the point that has already been raised that
taken up. Is there some sort of interest in the diVerent benefits are linked, particularly in reference
department in not spending all this money? to page 15 and the table there showing the
(Sir Richard Mottram) Certainly not. I think that interactivity, it seems to me a crucial point that the

if we take each of the key components separately, in take-up on attendance allowance is only 40% to 60%.
the case of Minimum Income Guarantee as the (Sir Richard Mottram) Estimated to be.
Report brings out, for a variety of reasons that we

23.Well it would be nice if we knew the figures, butcould discuss, numbers of people claimingMinimum
it is estimated to be only be 40 to 60% and yet gettingIncomeGuarantee had been falling. TheDepartment
Attendance Allowance would automaticallyset about having a take-up campaign and that take-
passport you through to Minimum Incomeup campaign has been successful in reversing the
Guarantee and Housing Benefit. So would it not betrend in declining numbers (together with other
a good idea to focus in on Attendance Allowances?things like increasing entitlement).
(Sir Richard Mottram) Can we just comment on

16. Let me just stop you for a second. I think that?
evidence you have suggests that as the amount of (Mr Brereton) Entitlement to Attendance
entitlement goes down then the take-up is lower, for Allowance is not income related in any way. It is
obvious reasons because people are not so inclined— based on a test as to whether the underlying health
(Sir Richard Mottram) As the value of the award condition or disability aVects the ability to do every

reduces. day tasks.
17. Yes, exactly. It is a very complicated system.

1 Ev 19There is not very much money. Secondly I
understand it is the case that a much higher 2 Ev 19
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[Geraint Davies Cont]
24. It would be a good idea to go out into the field (MsCleveland) I think you are unlikely, just by the

nature of Attendance Allowance—which is anand test more people because at the moment only
allowance paid to people who need care—becausehalf get themoney and obviously these people are not
these people are the ones who are least likely tovery well, are they?
actually go to the post oYces themselves. More often(MrBrereton) I can come back to those figures in a
we deal with appointees in those cases.minute, but the point is Attendance Allowance is not

related to income. So it neither passports you to 30. That would be fine, would it not, becauseother benefits, nor would you be ineligible if your ultimately the money would get through to theother income was far in excess. person needing it if it was via an intermediary. Can I
ask you now about complexity and duplication. I25. So this table that links through to Minimum
understand that people claiming these benefits—andIncome Guarantee done by the NAO is wrong, is it?
after all there is a passporting through these benefitsHave you got it wrong? It was agreed by you, after
as we have already said—have to put duplicateall.
information on Housing Benefits, Council Tax,(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes it was.
Minimum Income Guarantee. When is that going to(Ms Cleveland) The link there, if I can explain, is
be harmonised?that if someone is entitled to Attendance Allowance
(Ms Cleveland) We are making a start on thatand the Minimum Income Guarantee they are

already. Certainly that is something we are lookingentitled to a higher rate of minimum income.
to harmonise within Pension Credit as we go

26. My understanding is that you get up to £56.25 forward. I think, when we are talking about a lot of
from Attendance Allowance plus an extra £42.25 these cases, it is often useful to separate those people
fromMinimum IncomeGuarantee and if the take-up who are claiming for the first time—maybe claiming
is only 40 to 60% I think the Department is duty their pension for the first time—from pensioners who
bound to focus in on those people to get a stream of then have an entitlement later on.
benefits and I wonder why they do not.

31. When do we think we will harmonise or do we(Sir Richard Mottram) The answer to that is that not have a time frame?we are seeking to focus in on them. It is a question of
(Ms Cleveland) We are talking about at least 2006identifying them through the range of activities that

because this requires some major changes to our ITwe have talked about already. We cannot simply systems. Certainly we could not fit it in earlier givengenerate their names oV computer systems. the other commitments on Pension Credit in advance
of the time. There is a lot going on at the moment in27. I know that. That is a very good answer. Let us
terms of the telephone help lines, in the fact that nowgo on to the means of doing that because I
we can collect information on behalf of localunderstand you have spent £4 million on an
authorities.advertising campaign.

(Sir Richard Mottram) In relation to Minimum 32. Unfortunately a lot of old people do not have
Income Guarantee. telephones let alone the internet.

(Sir Richard Mottram) The only point I was going28. That is right. I wonder why it was not targeted
tomake is thatwe aremoving froma situationwhere,on something else. Four million pounds on that plus
if you want to claim Minimum Income Guarantee2 million mailings which probably cost, for
which you claim from central government and youargument’s sake, half a million pounds at least, from
wanted to claim Housing Benefit and Council Taxwhich you generated 139,000 claims, which is £32 a
benefit you would claim those from the localclaim. Poorer people do tend to get their benefits
authorities and these were separate processes. Thatfrom post oYces. We have 17,000 post oYces and I
has been the way in which they were organised. Wewonder why you do not, for instance, break the
are changing those processes so that both we andnumber of people you are targeting—something like
local authorities can work together and if you are atwo million—into twelfths and go round with
pensioner you have to notify only one of the two ofadvisors to post oYces picking these people out. In
us and we would actually work together. You mayfact, if you processed twelve per month, face to face
say that it is surprising that it has taken this long toin the post oYces, you could increase the take-up
do that, but that is the change that we are nowenormously. Have you thought about that? It would
making. We are moving away from your having tobe cheaper than doing it by advertising.
put in a claim form forMinimum IncomeGuarantee,(Ms Cleveland) One of the things that we looked
you then get notified if you want Housing Benefit, fillat—and the Report mentions—is the “Your Guide”
in this form, you then pass that form to a localpilot that we did with the post oYce, and in part of
authority—that we did have surgeries that we actually ran in Post

OYces. Actually, I think to get to the potential 33. You need not go through the whole thing
recipients of Attendance Allowance we may be much because obviously it is a very long-winded process.
better working with GP practices, with community This is one of the problems.
nurses and with some other areas of the voluntary (Sir RichardMottram)We are trying to simplify all
sector who are already dealing with these people. of those problems.

29. Would you accept, given that there are these 34. On local authorities obviously it is in the
27,000 post oYces, that most people on a low income financial interest for people to claimHousing Benefit
who receive pensions will go there and if you did a because it goes through the Housing Revenue
rolling advice surgery over a number of months you Account. Have you done any ball park estimates on

due to lack of take-up how much these localwould actually come face to face with a lot of people?
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[Geraint Davies Cont]
authorities are losing to give them greater incentives Guarantee over the last two or three years has

increased substantially, and I can give you thoseto take-up andmake other people take out themoney
which then goes through their account? numbers.4
(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not know, but I think 39. You say that you wish to increase substantiallywe could give you that answer.3 the number claiming. What is your target, please?Geraint Davies: It would be good if you good. (Sir Richard Mottram) I do not have a target forThank you very much. increasing claimants for Minimum Income

Guarantee.What I do have is a target for the number
of people who will be claiming Pension Credit by

Mr Field 2006, which is three million households.

35. Sir Richard, how seriously should we take you, 40. So you do not have a target for the benefit
coming to the Committee telling us you are very which is already in operation, but you are happy to
concerned about low take-up and yet is it not right have one for one which is not in existence?
the accounts you submitted, the budget you (Sir RichardMottram)We get our targets from the
submitted to the Chancellor, your forthcoming public expenditure planning process. I have inherited
budget assumes that none of these people who are a suite of targets; they do not include a Minimum
eligible will claim Income Guarantee take-up target. The contrast I am
(Sir Richard Mottram) The budget we have seeking to draw is for Pension Credit. We have been

submitted to the Chancellor? given such a target as a result of this Spending
Review which implies a commitment inside the36. When you make your bids for expenditure and
Government to try to generate a high level of take-public expenditure is divided out, you have assumed
up. But you are right; I do not have a Minimumthat the take-up will stay the same.
Income Guarantee take-up target for the current(Sir Richard Mottram) We have two separate year, for example.aspects about budgeting. One is that we have a three

year Departmental Expenditure Limit (DEL), 41. And yet the Government is rather keen on
budget which we agree with the Chancellor and we targets, is it not?
have separately an Annually Managed Expenditure (Sir Richard Mottram) The Government is very
provision and we produce forecasts which we agree keen on targets, yes.
with the Treasury and those forecasts are certainly

42. And in most other areas there will be targets.published. If we manage to improve take-up of
(Sir Richard Mottram) In a number of other areasMinimum Income Guarantee or of Pension Credit

we have targets.then the Annually Managed Expenditure in relation
to either of those things will rise and the Chancellor 43. Inoculating children, for example, we have
will accept that increase.We are certainly forecasting targets.
at certain levels but, for example in relation to (Sir Richard Mottram) We do.
Pension Credit, we are seeking substantially to

44. Reading abilities, we have targets.increase both the number of people who will be
entitled to Pension Credit compared with Minimum (Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.
IncomeGuarantee and therefore the cost. If we over-

45. Over the whole stretch, but here is an areaperform against those forecasts then we would not
dealing with the poorest pensioners, and we do notstart restricting the expenditure. There is a diVerence
have a target.between Annually Managed Expenditure on benefits
(Sir Richard Mottram) We do not have a take-upand DEL expenditure.

target, no, we do not.
37. So the answer to the question I asked was that

46. When your colleague spoke earlier aboutyou submit estimates to the Chancellor assuming no
concentrating your campaign on those who are mostincrease in take-up?
likely to be eligible, could you tell us who they are?(Sir Richard Mottram) No, we submit estimates to
(Sir Richard Mottram) Those who are most likelythe Chancellor based on take-up forecasts at the time

to be eligible for?we agree them so, for example, there will no doubt be
an estimate in the pre-budget report which is based 47. ForMinimum IncomeGuarantee. Presumably
on our best forecast and the Treasury’s best forecast also for Pension Credit.
of likely take-up. I cannot actually say what that (Sir Richard Mottram) It would be older
number is, but if we do better than that then we and pensioners and women, for example. We know the
the Treasury find the money. segmentation of poorer pensioners, yes.
38. Looking historically, then, of the budgets that 48. We know that slightly over half of pensioners

you have made, on how many occasions have your are women, so it is still quite a large group, is it not?
campaigns for take-up been so successful that you (Sir Richard Mottram) It is a large group, yes, but
had to ask for more money? I think we found that women are disproportionately
(Sir RichardMottram) I would have to go and look found, for example, in the group who are below 60%

at that in terms of when our forecasts have been out. of median income.
Quite clearly, since we have reversed a downward

49. That is because they live longer, is it not?trend in the number of people claiming Minimum
Income Guarantee the cost of Minimum Income (Sir Richard Mottram) It is, yes.

4 Ev 203 Ev 20
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[Mr Field Cont]
50. So to what extent are you personally visiting (Sir Richard Mottram) I thought I was making a

point which was that we had actually simplified thethe oldest pensioners?
process.(Sir Richard Mottram) Me personally?

59. You are trying to simplify it, but in the process51. Not you, though youmight want to do some of
of explaining it Mr Davies begged for mercy.it just to get a feel of what it is like.
(Sir Richard Mottram) No, I think I was just(Sir RichardMottram) I happen to be related to an

being boring.older female pensioner, yes.

60. So goodness knows what the pensioners think.52. Probably most of us are. The Department did
What I would like you to explain to me is what is thea pilot where it found that the most successful way of
advantage of having Pension Credit over going backgetting people to claim the MIG was that a friendly
to proposals which allow those with Pension Incomeperson from your Department turned up. It was
to have the Pension Income disregarded from MIGalmost total success. As your pilot showed that was
calculation? It worked for National Assistance; itthe best way, as it is very good use of caring staV time,
worked for Supplementary Benefit. One question onas presumably the government wants you to meet
the form. When you were explaining the new formsome non targets for the take-up ofMIG—because it
Mr Davies, for all our benefits, said we had hadis keen to show that it is genuinely concerned about
enough of you explaining it. If the Government isgetting money to the poorest pensioners—why has
after simplification, what are the other advantages ofthat pilot (which was incredibly successful) not been
having a totally new, massively complex, veryrolled out nationally?
expensive system of getting extra help to pensioners(Sir Richard Mottram) What we have rolled out
when you could have put one single line on thenationally is a strategy based on the fact that the
existing form disregarding pensioner income otherpensioner population is actually quite diverse. As the
than the state pension? Why was that not chosen?Report brings out, you can—in the horrible jargon
(Sir Richard Mottram) Disregarding pensionerword—segment it and we have designed a series of

income other than the state pension in what sense?ways, of channels of communication with that
diverse pensioner population. And as Alexis said 61. At the moment you have a disregard for
earlier, one of those channels is our local service and capital.
we are investing roughly twice the staV eVort in that (Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.
local service compared with under the Benefits

62. The pensioners who are caught and madeAgency. But obviously we have to think about cost
worse oV by MIG are those who do not have capitaleVective ways of doing things. Where people do not
but have income. Practically all those people haverequire that service, there is no reason to supply it
income from a second pension. The simplest way,to them.
therefore, of making sure they got extra help would

53. So you have not followed up the pilot? have been not to have a Pension Credit, not to have
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes, we have followed up a newbenefit, not even to have a newdepartment, but

the pilot in the sense that we have, quite clearly, as just to say: All we need to do is have a disregard for
one of our four channels a local service which will occupational and private pensions. That would be
visit those pensioners who require that service. disregarded when you calculated entitlement to

MIG.54. How many people are involved in doing that
(Sir Richard Mottram) As I understand yourservice?

proposal, we would virtually make universal the(Ms Cleveland) The local service would be about
MIG rate for a pension. Is that right?2,400 people.
63. No, you would say, as you used to and as55. So we have about four per constituency.

previous schemes before, you would allow eligibility(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.
up to a certain level. So those with, say an additional

56. And you think that is adequate. £40—or whatever figure you want to pick—would
(Ms Cleveland) We have done our segmentation. have it disregarded for calculations for MIG. What

We have worked out some assumptions about the are the advantages of the Pension Credit over a
number of people who require a face to face system in which you just ask people one question?
intervention with us. But that is not the only resource You have the information on the application form.
we are looking to bring to bear in this area, and that (Sir RichardMottram) Pension Credit is obviously
is why we are working in partnership with the designed to do two things. It is designed to provide
voluntary sector, with local authorities, with GP what is a fairly targeted benefit, but secondly one
practices, so that we can actually train up some of which, compared with MIG, takes some account of
their people as well who will be able to identify not savings. That is what it is about. We could certainly
just people who might be entitled to Minimum think about diVerent designs of the pension systems
Income Guarantee but also to Attendance which were less highly targeted, for example. I would
Allowance or DLA. have to go away and work out what this would cost,

but depending onwhether you hold the cost constant57. Our colleague on the Committee, Mr Davies, or you hold the outcome constant—so to speak—who has a thirst for detail, begged for mercy when youwill produce amultitude of eVects. Themore youyou started to explain more fully one of the forms. move away from means testing, for example,
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes. obviously the less—5

58. So we can guess how complicated the whole
5 Ev 20thing must be at the end of the day.
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Mr Field: I am not advocating that. The This is not unusual in fact in relation to central and

local government. The point we were trying to makeChancellor tells us that the cost of Pension Credit is
going to be 14p on the standard rate of tax so he is is that we are now focussed on that and we are doing

something about it.not too worried about costs. You are saying that the
advantage ofMIG is that it takes account of savings.

72. It seems incredible to me that once you haveWhat a disregard would do is take account of income
some information that information cannot be putimmediately, without any complications.
onto a database and that database just given to
whoever needs that information.
(Sir Richard Mottram) I think there are twoChairman

dimensions there. I quite agree. One dimension is
64. This is a very interesting debate, but we are about data protection so when you put information

going to have to bring it to a close, I think. Try and on a database normally you are not allowed to pass
answer the question anyway. it to anyone else. Secondly—and this is mind-
(Sir Richard Mottram) I will. bogglingly tedious—the various information

technology systems that the Department has, for65. Now.
instance, make the process of passing information(Sir Richard Mottram) Can I go away and think
about people in relation to diVerent things extremelyabout it, Chairman?
diYcult. I agree with your general points. Subject to

66. Yes, all right. It is a sort of policy point. Go data protection we ought to smooth the process of
away and think about it. I did not quite get your people interacting with the State, whether they are
answer to one ofMr Field’s questions whichwas why dealing with central government or local government
you have no take-up target for Minimum Income because they certainly will not understand the
Guarantee. diVerence.
(Sir Richard Mottram) Why we have no take-up

73. Exactly. That is right. The point I was going totarget?
make was that once somebody makes an application

67. Yes. for, let us say, Housing Benefit, it is probably and
(Sir RichardMottram) We have no take-up targets likely that they will qualify for Council Tax rebate.

for lots of aspects of the work of the Department. (Sir Richard Mottram) It is.
68. So there is no reason. You cannot answer that

74. And it is possible again that they qualify for thequestion.
Minimum Income Guarantee.(Sir Richard Mottram) It is a piece of history. It is
(Sir Richard Mottram) Very likely.a fact. We do not have a target for Minimum Income

Guarantee. 75. So it just seems ludicrous to me that when a
Chairman: All right. We have sorted that one out person goes along to a local authority to make an

then. application for Council Tax rebate they are not told
that they can probably get Housing Benefit and
Minimum Income Guarantee at the same time.

Mr Steinberg (Sir Richard Mottram) They are, and indeed—as I
think the Report brings out—a number of local69. With such a complicated system, it came as no
authorities now are essentially doing data matchingsurprise to me that a huge amount of benefits are not
of various kinds and are then pointing peopleactually being taken up and basically the system was
towards: “You are very probably entitled tonot delivering to the people it should deliver to. As I
Minimum Income Guarantee as well”. The key toread the Report and got more into the Report and
this is then to ensure that the way in whichwework—looked at, for example, page 14, which told us in box
theDepartment, The Pension Service—is linked in atone the number of key benefits that were available—
local level with local authorities.I think it is eight—and then in figure four the actual

linkages of the pensions and the benefits, it did not 76. So The Pension Service is going to take this
surprise me at all that it is so complicated. What role on.
seems odd to me is that because there is such a (Sir Richard Mottram) The Pension Service at a
linkage anyway, once a person has made an local level is going to work much more actively with
application for a benefit why can that information local authorities on take-up campaigns of this kind,
then not be passed on to other agencies which deal yes.
with benefits?

77. The emphasis, certainly in my view, has to(Sir Richard Mottram) It can.
change. I think there has always been an emphasis to70. Why is it not? not give information out by departments. I can still(Sir Richard Mottram) It is going to be. remember the attitude of some departments in

71. Why has it taken so long? Durham. I can remember taking up cases and talking
to people, and one particular employee of the Benefit(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not know, but I think
Agency actually told me that they were instructedthat central Government deals with the State
only to answer questions and not to give outRetirement Pension and with MIG (and we have
information. They were actually instructed to dotalked already about how the disability related
that. So when somebody went along and asked forbenefits are slightly diVerent), local authorities dealt
information about a particular benefit they got thewith Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit. The
information on that but the information would haveweakness has, I think, been that the information

gathering and processing activities were separate. been much more helpful if they had been told “And
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so and so”, but they never were. And apparently they 83. Time is beginning to run out. One of the things

that also amazedmewas on page 16, paragraph 1.12 .were instructed not to tell them anyway. Has that
changed? It was the fact that 10%of pensioners who are eligible

to claim Housing Benefit—which is something to the(Sir Richard Mottram) Here is the former Acting
value of £410 million—and 30% of those also able toChief Executive of the Benefits Agency.
claim Council Tax Benefit—something like £500(Ms Cleveland) I think I was more than acting.
million worth of benefits—were just not doing so. I(Sir Richard Mottram) That will go down in
do not think it is right that pensioners who are ablehistory. I wish I had not said that. Here is the former
to claim that amount ofmoney are not actually beingChief Executive of the Benefits Agency. She can talk
told that that money is there for them. There mustabout what went on in the Benefits Agency. I think
surely be a system whereby local authorities knowthere are two things. There is a broad cultural thing
where their pensioners are and could actuallyand then there is the question about advice. StaV

approach those pensioners.were not meant to give people advice because it was
(Sir Richard Mottram) They would know in theoutside their remit.

case of their own tenants, for example, yes. They
78. Figure eight substantiates that. Is it true what obviously know in relation to their tenants. They

I was saying? would not know the population as a whole in their
(Ms Cleveland) It is certainly true that our staV area.

were told not to give advice, but that is very diVerent
84. They would also know every single pensioner,from giving information. They should be making

presumably, within their boundary. The point I aminformation freely available to people about the rules
trying to make is that local authorities know whereand entitlements for benefits. Perhaps to reassure
their pensioners are.you, I went out with some of our local service staV in
(Sir Richard Mottram) Why would they knowDurham a couple of weeks ago and that was in a joint

where all their pensioners were?activity between the local authority and The Pension
Service where there was a surgery being run by the 85. The reason why I know this is that during the
local authority for Housing Benefit queries. Where general election campaign we were able to get lists of
pensioners had got appointments and at the same all our pensioners so that information must be
time each one of them saw someone from The available.
Pension Service as well. (Sir Richard Mottram) It is the electoral roll.

86. It must be.79. I was actually going to come on to that in a
(Sir Richard Mottram) What we are now doingmoment or two. It seems clear tome—and I thinkMr

is—and Iwant to be very clear about the “we” here—Davies actually touched on this—that if the amount
we, central Government, we, my Department, haveof unclaimed benefit is something approaching £2
an agreement with the Local Governmentbillion—
Association and the central Government generally(Sir Richard Mottram) Could be.
agreed in the last Public Spending Review 2002 a

80. Could be, yes. It is quite clear that the system public service agreement framework with the Local
is not working. The emphasis has to change from Government Association which includes, as one of
people actually making an application—we see in the their priorities, a focus on the needs of older people.
Report that there are many, many reasons why I have forgotten the precise title, but it is roughly
people do not make applications—to where the that. In that context a number of local authorities are
actual departments are going looking for people who progressively agreeing local public service agreement
need those benefits and are entitled to those benefits. targets which incentivise them to deliver improved
(Sir Richard Mottram) That is precisely what we services. A number of them are focussing on this

propose to do. question of benefit take-up. Central Government
and local government are working together to try to

81. In the campaign that you actually did to search drive up take-up of MIG alongside driving up take-
for Minimum Income Guarantee applicants, the up of Housing Benefit, for example, by data
Report says that 139,000 were successful applicants, matching of various kinds.
but there were 111,000 unsuccessful ones. Out of the

87. My final point is that it is my view that the139,000 who were actually successful, how many of
whole emphasis should change from people havingthose would have been receiving other benefits?
to depend upon applying for benefits to governmentPresumably all of them.
departments and local authorities actually going out(Ms Cleveland) Yes. They would all—99.99%—
and finding those people perhaps by knocking athave been getting some sort of entitlement.
doors and finding out who are actually entitled to

82. So in other words, 139,000 people who were those benefits. That is where the emphasis has got
entitled to benefits and who were actually receiving a to change.
benefit did not know that they were entitled to (Sir RichardMottram) We are doing that. I do not
Minimum Income Guarantee. That seems know whether I should say this or not. Some people
absolutely crazy. may not necessarily want the Government knocking
(Sir Richard Mottram) When Alexis said that she on their door. We operate within the framework of

agreed, what we are actually talking about is the law andwithin the framework of data protection.
Retirement Pension. Everyone we expect would have We support all of the various initiatives which are
been getting retirement pension. How many of them identified in this document. I would not want to
would also have been getting other benefits we do not argue that the State is going to go knocking on the

door of every old age pensioner.really know.
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88. It does not have to be the State; there are such 98. Perhaps we can come back to that once you

have the answer.Why was the name of theMinimumthings as voluntary organisations.
Income Guarantee changed to that from Income(Sir Richard Mottram) Voluntary organisations,
Support? What was the reason for the name change?absolutely, yes.
(Sir Richard Mottram) I think—although I was89. In conjunction with the State. not present at the time—that it was because there was

(Sir Richard Mottram) And then voluntary a stigma attached to the phrase “Income Support”.
organisations can certainly relate back to us and So it was a question of stigma andMinimum Income
challenge us, which is one area that we are very keen Guarantee was felt to be a better title.
to go on and we have actually developed a

99. Do you think there has been some confusionpartnership with them accordingly.
with this name, Minimum Income Guarantee? Have
you had evidence that some pensioners thought that
you were talking about the basic state pension when

Chairman referring to the Minimum Income Guarantee level?
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.90. If you were entirely successful you would cost

Gordon Brown £1.9 billion. 100. What eVects has that had on those people?
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes. Has it had a detrimental eVect on pensioners to

suddenly find they are not entitled to something they91. We have to put more of the emphasis on
thought they were going to be receiving? In myachieving success on to voluntary organisations such
constituency I have a lot of people who had assumedas Age Concern, have we not? Because how much
theywere going to be getting a pay rise up to this levelincentive is there on you to be successful?
and then found their hopes shattered by the fact that(Sir Richard Mottram) How much incentive is
it was only available to people who qualified forthere on us to be successful?
Income Support.

92. Yes. (Sir Richard Mottram) I do not personally have
(Sir Richard Mottram) If we go back to Pension quantitative evidence about that. I can imagine that

Credit—and I do notwant to go round the loop again eVect happened in some cases; I just do not know
on the target for Minimum Income Guarantee—we how many. Could I answer your earlier question
only have I think ten public service agreement now? I am sorry I did not do it immediately.
targets, ten. One of them is about take-up of Pension

101. Yes, please.Credit. There is a pretty big incentive on us to get the
(Sir Richard Mottram) If the basic state pensiontake-up of Pension Credit right. I can assure you that

was to be increased to the level of Minimum Incomethe success of Pension Credit is one of our Secretary
Guarantee in April 2003 the net public expenditureof State’s top priorities and he spends quite a bit of
cost would be around £10 billion and this would risetime talking to me and to Alexis about whether we
to £31 billion by 2020.are going to do it or not.
102. Per year. That is quite a lot.
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.

Mr Gibb 103. Can I ask you about the policy of general
governments, both Conservative and Labour, over93. What is the current level of the Minimum many years now, to shift revenue raising to the localIncome Guarantee? level. I do not recall, in any of the areas that I have(Sir Richard Mottram) The current level of the lived in, ever seeing a Council Tax rise of less than theMinimum Income Guarantee—I carefully wrote this rate of inflation—or even at the level of inflation—itdown—is £98.15 for a single person and £149.80 for is always significantly more. Given that mosta couple. pensioners—well all pensioners, indeed—receive an
income that is no more than index linked, the94. What is the full basic state pension for a
maximum amount most pensioners receive increasessingle person?
every year with the rate of inflation.(Sir Richard Mottram) The full basic state pension
(Sir Richard Mottram) No.for a single person is £75.50.
104. Who gets more than the rate of inflation?95. So there is a £23 diVerence. Is that right?
(Sir RichardMottram) The retirement pension has(Sir Richard Mottram) Roughly, yes.

actually been rising bymore than the rate of inflation
96. Is that the level of Income Support eVectively and, of course, the Minimum Income Guarantee has

that would be received by such a person if they were been rising by significantly more than the rate of
only on the basic state pension if they applied for a inflation.
Minimum Income Guarantee?

105. That is if you qualify.(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes. If they had no other
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes. Pensioners’ incomesincome.

generally have certainly been rising by more than the
97. What would be the cost to the Exchequer if the rate of inflation.

Minimum Income Guarantee was part of the full
106. Every year?basic state pension, ie it was a universal benefit, and
(Sir Richard Mottram) In recent years.then netting oV the income tax that the wealthier

pensioners would pay on an extra income. 107. In the last couple of years, but not generally.
(Sir Richard Mottram) I would have to go away(Sir Richard Mottram) I am sure I brought that

with me. and define recent.
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108. But have they been rising by more than the that, amongst other potential rises in the cost of

living, would indeed be a serious concern. And Irate of Council Tax increases?
would not wish to minimise it.(Sir Richard Mottram) Speaking from the benefit

of my previous department, there is substantial
113. What is your Department’s answer to thatvariability in the rates at which Council Tax has been

problem. It is bringing more people into what mightrising in diVerent authorities. I do not want to get
be regarded as poverty, ie less than half nationalinto which ones it has been rising fastest in and which
income. What are you doing about it? Is there aones the least fast. It varies in quite an interestingway
problem here? Are more and more pensioners beingacross the country, so there is no generalisation that
dragged into the definition of poverty as a result ofyou can make. But I would agree that if you took the
this phenomenon or is this not really a big issue?average increase in Council Tax it has been higher
(Sir Richard Mottram) The definition of povertythan inflation. Certainly under this Government and

that is used in these papers is about income, notunder the previous Government as far as I can
expenditure. There are other ways of thinking aboutremember.
theminimum income that pensioners need in order to
lead a satisfactory life where it would show up, but109. And higher than the average increase in
we do not have a particular policy in relation to oneincome of pensioners.
level of expenditure. The level of Council Tax is(Sir Richard Mottram) Not necessarily, because,
governed by a dialogue between central governmentfor example, Minimum Income Guarantee has been
and the LGA and the amount the Exchequer wishesrising by substantial sums in some years. But actually
to put in.poorer pensioners would, in any case, be entitled to

relief on their Council Tax.
114. It is one of the biggest areas of government

policy that is causing a diminution in living standards110. Are you relaxed by this whole shift of policy
for the people I represent in Bognor Regis. There is athen from raising revenue nationally to raising
very large pension population and they complain torevenue locally? You think it has no eVect—is what
me all the time that this one issue is causing themyou are saying—on the living standards of
more grief than almost anything else. And you do notpensioners?
seem to have any care about it really. There seems to(Sir Richard Mottram) It depends on how far you
be a bit of insouciance about this.go back as to whether the shift exists because actually
(Sir Richard Mottram) Not in the least. Mythere was a substantial shift of the cost of local

position is slightly diVerent. It is not a matter for thegovernment being put onto the national exchequer
Department for Work and Pensions what is theunder the previous government. Under the present
Council Tax. I am not being facetious. The Councilgovernment, as I said earlier, Council Tax has been
Tax in Bognor Regis is determined by the council inrising by varying amounts in diVerent authorities.
Bognor Regis, not by my Department. It is one

111. Do you know many authorities apart from element in the expenditure that pensioners have to
Wandsworth and Westminster in years gone by face. It is not a policy which is in my gift. That is the
where there have been Council Tax rises of less than only point I am making. I am not in any way
inflation? minimising the problems for individuals of course.
Angela Eagle: The Wirral.

115. Can I just ask you about thePensioners’ Guide(Sir Richard Mottram) The Wirral. Liverpool.
you referred to. Is that a guide that pensioners canThis is a very dangerous game where I do
have?mastermind on local councils and I realise I have to
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes, absolutely.pick one from each political persuasion. I think I will

stop doing it.
116. How many pages is that?
(Sir Richard Mottram) It is 48 pages of fairlyMrGibb: 112. I do not care about political parties.

large print.What I am interested in are pensioners who, year on
year, are faced with Council Tax rises that are more

117. It is quite a large paged document for manythan the rate of inflation. I honestly cannot
people.remember a single year in any of the areas I have lived
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.in where the Council Tax rise has not been more than

inflation and yet most people’s incomes— 118.Does that not typify the kind of complexitywe
particularly people who are just below the Minimum are talking about here?
Income Guarantee level—do not see their incomes (Sir Richard Mottram) It does.
rising bymore than inflation. Fromwhat I can gather

119. One final question, why was it decided to payfrom your answers you see no real problemhere. You
the winter fuel payment separately? I presumedo not recognise the problem that I am identifying.
everybody who is in receipt of a basic state pension is(Sir Richard Mottram) I am sorry; I was going to
entitled to a winter fuel payment. Why was it paid asmake a slightly diVerent point, which is that there
a separate cheque?may be variability in the way in which Council Tax
(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not know the answerhas been rising. If youwish I can give you the data for

to that.any number of years you like because it is published.
I happen to know that frommyprevious department. (MsCleveland) A lot of it is to do with themethods

of payment for pensions. We produce 20 week orderIt has been generally rising by more than inflation. If
you were a pensioner who was well-oV in the sense books ahead of time and if we had been doing it all

as ACT payments—Automatic Credit Transfer—that they were above the sorts of levels we have been
talking about but was not a well-oV person, then into bank accounts, that is something we could have
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considered. But while we have pensioners on order opportunity to claim these benefits and we leave it to
books given the time when the announcements were them. But I agree there is this potential for
made we missed the chance to get an order. misunderstanding.

120. You have it now, do you? It is now part of the 127. One of the things which I did ask a minister in
state pension, is it? this government a few years ago is that when a
(Ms Cleveland) No, it is not now part of the state pensioner gets their pension book and they open it

pension. and there is a little slip, et cetera, they know exactly
what they are entitled to, why havewe never put a slip121. Why is that then if it was just a transitional
inside that says, “Please fill in what your income is. Isthing?
it just as pension? What other income do you have?(Ms Cleveland) Because we are still paying over
Please total it, detach the slip and send it back to us.”half our pensioners by order book at the moment.
Thenwewould know exactly what the income of that122. Why cannot it just be added to the annual pensioner was and see whether they were thereforefigure and divide by 52? entitled to the Minimum Income Guarantee.(Ms Cleveland) It depends when the
(Sir Richard Mottram) Perhaps we should explainannouncement is actually announced, getting it into

to you what we are now going to do in relation tothe right order in the form.
pensioners because eVectively we will orchestrate a

123. So it is an administrative matter when you process that will lead to that conclusion.
announce the payment time. (Ms Cleveland) Certainly when pensioners first
(Ms Cleveland) Yes. claim, when people are claiming their retirement

pension, we will be asking them questions in relation124. Can you not change the announcement of the
to their income to see if they are entitled in the firstpayment time?
instance to Minimum Income Guarantee and the(MsCleveland)We probably could but we have set
second instance Pension Credit.Wewill be able to doup a system for dealing with this, which we had to do
that in a single transaction at that time. It is morewhen it was first announced.
diYcult where you have people whose income is

125. And it is still cheaper to pay it by separate diminishing over time or the entitlement to
cheques in the post than it is just to add it to the Basic Minimum Income Guarantee goes up over that
State Pension? period and we are relying more on advertising and
(Ms Cleveland) Given the changes we would have through the contact that both we and our partners

to make to the retirement pension computer system, will have with those people in the future.
then yes it would be. When we start moving the cases
through toACT then that is the time when you could 128. So you are going to ask these people that?
start paying it automatically through that route. But How are you going to ask them? It is not going to be
it is not part of the retirement pension. It actually a 48-page booklet, surely? How are you going to
comes from the Social Fund. contact them and how are you going to get those
(Sir Richard Mottram) It is not simply, as I details oV them?

understand it—I was not around at the time—a (Ms Cleveland) What we are largely going to do if
separate payment because of an administrative set of people ask for a claim form is we will give them a
reasons; it was a separate payment because the claim form. If they phone up our Minimum Income
Government wished it to be a separate payment. Guarantee telephone line we will take the

information over the telephone. They are the easy to
reach customers; they are the sort of self-selectors.

Mr Jenkins The people who do not really know about it and are
not making those approaches to us, we are looking to126. That is quite a good introduction to a story I
seek out through working with our partnerwant to tell you. A few years ago, after the winter fuel
organisations who are actually out in the communityallowance was introduced, I was walking down the
and coming into these people either through medicalstreet one day and I was stopped by this gentleman
contact or through other aspects.who was 60 years old but not a pensioner. He said, “I
(Sir Richard Mottram) It is not a 48-page form.have not got mywinter fuel allowance yet”. So I said,

“I am surprised, but it would be a big exercise so it
129. You said earlier on you are doubling themight take a little time”. I said, “You have claimed

resources for face to face interviews. How manyhaven’t you?” “No, why should I claim?” I said,
people totally are going to be involved in face to face“How would they know who you are and where you
interviews with the pensioners.are then?” He said, “Well it never stops them when
(MsCleveland) In terms of our own staV it is aboutthey are sending for income tax”. And people believe

1800 people dealing with face to face.the State has all the information, all the details on
them and what they will get through the post will be

130. As a percentage of all claimants, how manywhat they are entitled to. How will you overcome
would be processed face to face?that?
(Ms Cleveland) The assumption we have made in(Sir Richard Mottram) I think we have to explain

terms of dealing with all interactions with ourto them that this is not the case and that, for example,
pensioners is that about 20% of pensioners willin relation to the State Retirement Pension we
require some sort of face to face activity. That mayactually contact people. We could, I suppose, try to
not be just through our staV; it may be throughuniversalise that approach, but up until now we have

had a system whereby we educate people about the partner organisations as well.
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131. The voluntary sector, these partner is collected. I cannot tell you howmany entitled non-

recipients there are in individual constituenciesorganisations, groups likeAgeConcern, are trying to
get this higher take-up . At the present time the because we simply do not have the data. So we could

not generate a league table of take-up because thatrecord shows over 30% do not claim Council Tax
benefit. So are we still going down that route? would require us to know. We can tell you the

number of people who are receiving these benefits. In(Ms Cleveland) I think the move generally—and I
the case of Bognor Regis presumably we wouldthink it is a move mirrored in the local authorities as
know, but we could not tell you how many entitledwell in the Department—is to stop thinking about
non-recipients there were in Bognor Regis becauseindividual products, benefit by benefit, to actually
the data is not available at that local level forthink about the individual needs of the customer. So
statistical reasons.that when you are looking at their overall entitlement

you look at access to all benefits and entitlements (Ms Cleveland) If we had that we could achieve a
100% take-up.they might have rather than just individual products.

140. No, I do not think you could.132. The simplest one is obviously the pension
(Sir Richard Mottram) Do you see the point?itself. Almost universally picked up, collected, sent

out. The secondmust be Council Tax Benefit, surely. 141. I see the point entirely. What you are saying
(Sir Richard Mottram) I would have thought so, is that you are working in a fog, you do not know

yes. what the total number of claimants could be in any
area, therefore you have no plan to develop the take-133. The second most popular, the most claimed,
up rate in any specific area. Certain areas do bettermust be Council Tax Benefit, and yet these people—
than others, but we do not know because there is nowith the surgeries and all the things they do—miss a
way of assessing them. Best practice from one areathird of peoplewhowould be eligible for Council Tax
cannot be transmitted to another area because we doBenefits in their own area. Can you imagine what the
not know if it is best practice. We are going to makeper centage of missed rate is, with all these
no progress at all until we have developed somecomplicated add on bits and pieces?
strategies to do some risk assessment as to which(Ms Cleveland) I think that is a fair point. Clearly
strategy works and the money we are spending onfrom the statistics and as this Report shows the
large advertising campaigns we may as well save andnumber of Council Tax recipients is the largest.
add to the benefits.

134. You have done all this work, work with your (Sir Richard Mottram) Actually I did not say any
partners and, as you know, areas diVer. In some of those things.
areas there are a very high number of pensioners;

142. It sounded like that.others have a relatively low number of pensioners.
(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not quite think so. IDo you actually match resources to the demand?

made a much more tightly defined point which is(Ms Cleveland) Yes, that is what we are trying to
about the way in which we generate information ondo, certainly in terms of looking at the population
those who are entitled but are not claiming. This isbased across each of the geographic areas.
particularly in relation to Minimum Income

135. Excellent. So which area is the highest take- Guarantee. There are data matching things we can
up area? do at local authority level in relation to things like
(Ms Cleveland) What do you mean by take-up? Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit which will

help you identify people who you think should claim136. Of benefits.
and are not claiming and you can approach them.(Ms Cleveland) Where do we have the largest
The whole of this Report is about diVerent strategiesnumber? I can get that information; I do not have it
that we are following to drive up take-up, but weimmediately to hand.
simply do not have data at local level. We live in a

137. You mean you do not have a league table? free society, actually.
(Ms Cleveland) No, we do not have league tables.

143. I know we do. It is not actually free; you have
138. You do not pick up the worst area, do a blitz to pay for everything in our society and some of the

and try to find out how to drive it up? pensioners do not have enough funds to pay and that
(Ms Cleveland) Sorry, I missed the question. is what we are trying to do, overcome that problem.

(Sir Richard Mottram) Quite so.139. If you have any strategy with regard to
Chairman: I am going to have to stop you therelooking at areas to develop best practice, to pass best

because we are running short on time.practice on, you must have a league table.
(Ms Cleveland) We do not have league tables. We

do not measure take-up at that sort of low level.
Mr Rendel(Sir Richard Mottram) We have a problem which

is that in order to have a league table—for example 144.May I start with a very particular query which
I did raise during the summer adjournment debateat constituency level or local authority district level—

we would need to know not only the number of earlier this year where I talked about my constituent
Mr Ashby. He is one of those who had become overpeople who are in receipt of these benefits, but the

number of people who are not in receipt of them but 60 during the time the winter fuel payments were
introduced and therefore was told he was eligiblewho are entitled and the data thatwe are using for the

estimates, for example, if you takeMinimum Income some years later for back payment. He got some back
payment but he found he was refused the paymentGuarantee Table in 5 on page 16 is data is at

aggregated level which cannot be disaggregated in for the year 2000–01 because he was told he was too
late in his claim. We made a bit of a fuss about thisthat way because of the nature of the way in which it
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and I am happy to say eventually we were able to 149. But you do not know about this particular

scheme? Whether it has been spread round morepersuade the Department to pay up because the
original claim form had no cut oV date on it and the widely?
accompanying letter simply said, and I quote from (Sir Richard Mottram) I will let you know.7
the letter: “It would be helpful if you could return 150. Perhaps I can encourage you to spread it more
your completed claim form along with any widely if you are not already doing so. It sounds like
supporting documents within four weeks.” Just it is an extremely eVective scheme, given that you are
because it would be helpful if you do that does not so keen to encourage-take-up.
appear to indicate a cut oV period. I am happy to say (Sir Richard Mottram) We will certainly spread it,that the Department, after we went to the but as I say, I think we will find that if it is workingOmbudsman, has paid up. However, as far as I know well in my experience some of the innovations in thatother people in the same situation have not been Council are being spread round the local authoritygiven their back payments for that particular year if system. They have a particularly articulate and ablethey also were late. The minister in his reply to me chief executive.said he would draw it to the attention of his

151. You said, I think, that Pension Credit take-upDepartment, but I have not heard anything about
target was three million pensioner families.that so far. Has the Department now decided to pay
(Sir Richard Mottram) Households.up for all those late claims on the grounds that the

original form and the original letter were not 152. My understanding is that that is for the year
suYciently explicit. The Ombudsman has already 2005/2006.
found that in the case of my constituent. (Sir Richard Mottram) For 2006.
(Sir RichardMottram) I do not know, I am afraid.

153. And my understanding is that theI will find out.6
Department estimates that in that year there will(Ms Cleveland) I do not know.
actually be 4.1 million households eligible.

145. I would be grateful if you could because I (Sir Richard Mottram) Possibly, yes.
know you are still discussing that and it is some time

154. I think those are departmental figures.since the summer adjournment debate.
(Sir Richard Mottram) They are, yes, but I can(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.

explain why I say possibly.
146. Moving on to other matters, are you aware

155. All right. That seems to me to indicate thatthat Liverpool City Council has recently introduced
you are aiming at a take-up target of 73%.a pro-active policy of phoning people about Housing
(Sir Richard Mottram) On those numbers, yes.Benefits to try to encourage them to take upHousing

Benefit if they are eligible to do so. As a result, some 156. In the third year of operation of the Pension
3000 residents in the first year of this scheme have Credit. The current take-up for MIG, according to
now been able to claim between them a million paragraph 6 of the Report on page 3 is somewhere
pounds extra Housing Benefit which they had not between 64% and 78%.
previously claimed. If you are aware of this, do you (Sir Richard Mottram) Correct.
have any plans to introduce that nationwide or even

157. So your target take-up, it seems, is somewhereto encourage other local authorities to introduce a
in the middle of the current range of estimates of thesimilar scheme?
current take-up.(Sir RichardMottram) The answer to that is that it
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.would actually be a matter for local authorities

generally. We have an increasingly active dialogue 158. Does that not seem a rather feeble target. I
with them both about sharing best practice and thought the whole point was to increase take-up and
about performance standards across Housing you are talking about three years hence having
Benefit. I think, from my previous incarnation my something which is very similar to what it is now.
experience would be that if Liverpool City Council (Sir Richard Mottram) It is not feeble in the sense
are producing that result it will rapidly get round the that we would be moving from a situation where we
system that that is what they are doing. The way in have currently about 1.8 million households entitled
which they have changed the handling of a number to and drawing MIG. We would be adding another
of their processes, for example, and in particular the 1.2 million households which, I think, is quite a
much more active use of a call or contact centre, is challenge.
well known across local government. I happen to 159. You are always introducing new benefits orknow this myself from my previous experience. changing benefits. There are always going to be
147. So are all other local authorities now absolute changes. The point is to get the take-up up,

introducing similar schemes? the percentage of those who are eligible increasing
(Sir Richard Mottram) It would be a matter for all year on year, and that does not seem to be increasing.

local authorities. Three or four years hence you are aiming at the target
of what you have now.148. Are you encouraging them to?

(Sir Richard Mottram) We are aiming at a target(Sir RichardMottram) I do not know.Whether we
which is in the range as we forecast it now, yes.are doing that particular precise thing I do not know,

but we are certainly, as I said, under the performance 160. I would suggest that is a fairly feeble target.
Let me go on to another question and first of allstandard initiative, encouraging them to drive up

take-up. declare an interest as my wife is a general

7 Ev 216 Ev 21
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practitioner. Paragraph 1.20 tells us that an increase 169. We have talked a lot today about who can

encourage pensioners to take up their rights andin take-up leads to better pensioner health, including
amongst other things fewer visits to GPs. What people have talked, quite rightly, about voluntary

agencies being one of the important organisations. Iestimate have you made of the potential savings to
the health service for each extra pensioner who takes would have thought also you might have found that

children of pensioners were a resource that could beup their full benefit entitlement?
used. Do you have at present, or do you plan to have(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not think we have
any sort of booklet that can be given to the childrenmade such an estimate.8
of pensioners to say how they can encourage their

161. You have not made any estimate at all? parents to take up benefit?
(Sir Richard Mottram) No. (Sir Richard Mottram) I do not know whether we

have any such plan, but I would have said that this162. Pity. I would have thought that would be
guide, as a child myself of a pensioner, I have read itinteresting information, not least because you might
and it seems to me to be quite interesting.be able to persuade the Health Service that it was

worth you doing this in a rather more vigorous 170. I would have expected you to have read it
fashion. anyway.
(Sir RichardMottram) I think it is a matter that we (Sir Richard Mottram) Yes, of course.

would need to work on jointly with the Department
171. But do you have any specific plans to useof Health. Can I look at what they are doing and see

children of pensioners as a resource?if we can help you in any way.
(Sir Richard Mottram) I think children of

163. Look at what the Health Service is doing? pensioners as a group are a useful resource.
(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes. (Ms Cleveland) One of the channels that is

mentioned in theReport is the use of the Intranet and164. Yes, although I would have thought it was up
other electronic methods. The use of Internet byto you to increase take-up rather than the Health
pensioners is growing, but it is still very small. TheService.
use of it by some of our partner organisations and by(Sir Richard Mottram) It is up to us to increase
the children of pensioners—again I declare mytake-up but eVectiveness of GPs is something we
position on that—we are actually making all thatwould work with them on.
information available (pensioner guides, all our

165. That is the part I want to come on to in a leaflets, claim forms) on the Internet.
sense, because what I think would be very interesting

172. I am pleased to hear that.for GPs would be to know how much of whatever
(Sir Richard Mottram) Digital TV is anotherHealth Service saving you can find would result from

example I think. I think, myself, that younger peoplefewer visits to GPs. That is one thing that might
are going to be more comfortable with accessingencourage them to try to increase the take-up and
digital TV.make it more easy for you to persuade them that they

were a useful resource. 173. Are you actually going to target the children
(Sir Richard Mottram) That is a very good point, along the lines of: Are your parents getting all the

if I may say so. benefits they should? Can you help them get some
benefits? That is a line, to specifically target the166. I am sure the GPs would like to hear that. children, some ofwhommaybe only too happy to seeAccording to paragraph 3.41 the GPs and their their parents a little bit richer towards the end ofsurgeries have been encouraged to increase take-up their lives.locally but not nationally. I think,MsCleveland, you
(Sir Richard Mottram) They would indeed. Onewere saying earlier that you thought you were now of the things—and this is touched on very briefly inusing—or had at least plans to use—GPs more on a the Report—in relation to advertising/marketingnational basis. Is that right? campaigns for Pension Credit we are thinking about(Ms Cleveland) I think it is probably the nurses in how we can address those people who advise andGP practices rather than the GPs themselves. I am help pensioners alongside pensioners themselves.

certainly using them as an information outlet, yes. The children of pensioners are obviously a target
audience.167. Do you have plans to do that or are you

already encouraging it?
(Ms Cleveland) It is already happening in some

places.
Mr Davidson

168. Since this report, presumably.
174. I wonder if I could pick up a question of the(Ms Cleveland) Yes, it is really since the Pension

Department’s attitude in co-operation or otherwiseService started in April and as we have been building
with pensioners. I had a pensioner coming to see meup our local service, as we have appointed people
in tears on Friday because she was saying that sheinto those roles—partnership roles—in the local had apparently applied late for her pension and sheservice, they have been gradually making contact is now receiving it.with various groups in their localities, and the ones
(Sir Richard Mottram) A Retirement Pension.that are appropriate are the ones that deal with

pensioners in their particular areas. 175. A retirement pension, yes. She is now getting
it but the Department will not pay her back to the

8 Ev 21 time from when she would have been eligible and she
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has been told she is going to have to take it oV to a number two—and then I will stop—is that the whole

Department, in everything we are seeking to do withtribunal or something similar. That does not sound
like a co-operative, helpful department, does it? our staV, is now encouraging a much more active

partnership with local government, the voluntary(Ms Cleveland) It does not, but it sounds like a
sector and so on, and as part of that process Thedepartment who is applying the law as it stands,
Pension Service is recruiting many thousands of newwhich is about the back dating of retirement pension.
staV with a diVerent focus to their work.It is set down in legislation periods to which we can

back date the claim. We do try to interpret quite 179. So it is not as bad as it was.
generously when the claim was first deemed to be (Sir Richard Mottram) It is not only not as bad as
made, but under law we cannot back date it—9

it was, it is designed to be a lot, lot better.
176.Have you raisedwith theGovernment the fact 180. In response to one of my colleagues you said

that this is a very diYcult position and sought to get just a moment ago, when you were talking about
the law changed at all? exchange of information, that people do not want the
(Ms Cleveland) The ministers are aware of the government knocking on their door.

position on this. (Sir Richard Mottram) I said they might not want
the Government knocking on their door I think.177. I think you can understand why, when

181. Well, the record will show. If they are turningsomething like that happens, the impression that is
up on their door saying, “I am here to give yougiven of the Department is not a constructive and
money” then certainly the attitude in myhelpful one, and it just confirms everybody’s view
constituency would be, “Thank you very much”. Dothat you are, by and large, as diYcult as possible and
you understand that there is a distinction hereunless you can find your way through the system they
between the perspective that you seem to have thatare really not interested in you. Having set it in that
peoplewould notwelcome—ormight notwelcome—context, the more I have been listening to you the
people coming along and oVering them money, andmore depressed I am, actually (and I do not think it
my certainties as a local representative that yes,is funny).
they would.(Sir RichardMottram) Sorry, I was just wondering
(Sir Richard Mottram) This is a problem I noif this was the eVect I had.

doubt have in the way I communicate.What we were
178. There is that as well, but the fact that you saying is that we want to work with local groups, for

cannot identify and seem to have no estimates instance, in your area to generate confidence
whatsoever about how many people in a amongst pensioners that they can get what they are
constituency like mine would actually be eligible, entitled to. We absolutely agree with you that that is
that you are not able to have any sort of league tables the right way forward.
whatsoever, you cannot compare (because you do

182. They might have to take the Department to anot have any statistics)my areawith a couple of other
tribunal in arrears.major housing estates inGlasgow to see who is doing
(Sir Richard Mottram) They would only have tobest and who is doing worst; the fact that it does not

take theDepartment to a tribunal to get their pensionseem to have bothered you verymuch up to now, you
in arrears because the law requires us that theyhave not done anything about it, I find upsetting.
cannot get it—You do not have statistics—it would appear—about

the lack of take-up, you have targets for one benefit 183. That is a bit like saying, “It was a bad boywho
but not for the other 22 or so benefits. Am I entitled did it and ran away; it wasn’t me”.
to feel aggrieved about all that on behalf of poor (Sir RichardMottram) We are oYcials; we operate
people in my area? within the framework of the law.
(Sir Richard Mottram) I would have thought not, 184. But you can understand that you are part ofbecause I think that the point I was making was a a system from which many people are alienated.very narrow and technical point about our having Therefore there is a glaring change that requires to beabsolutely confident data about those people who done and Iwould have thought that that is somethingwere entitled but were not drawing some of these you ought to be addressing. I find this diYcult tobenefits. I was making a statistical point. The thrust believe as well, you were telling me earlier on that theof the Report—and the thrust of what the systems you have for diVerent benefits cannot speakDepartment is trying to do—is, I think, quite the to each other. Is that right? So information you haveopposite, if I may say so, to the way in which it is collected about one sort of benefit application thenbeing presented. What the Department has set out to cannot be communicated elsewhere. You justdo—and I can say this because I was not responsible physically cannot do it.for this, so in that sense I can be detached about it—is (SirRichardMottram) The point I wasmakingwastomove from a situationwhere we had aDepartment that there are issues about the way in which we sharethat was focussed on benefits to a Department which data even within the Department, which we areis now focussed particularly in relation to The actively tackling.Pension Service on thinking about the needs of

185. What does that mean, “Issues about the waypensioners. I believe that is a fundamentally diVerent
in which we share data”. You can do it but you doway of our seeking to deliver a service to your
not.constituents. That is point number one. Point
(Sir Richard Mottram) No, there are all sorts of

boring technical issues about how, if we hold9 Note by witness: Ms Cleveland was interrupted before
information on you for one purpose—even if youfinishing this sentence, which should have the following

words added, “more than 3 months”. leave to one side data protection—we can then
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ensure that if, for example, you as an individual 195. So as a result of you issuing a document an

additional burden would fall on voluntarychange your address that you notify the Department
once and we ensure that all our systems have your organisations whom you would not then fund to

respond. Demand was generated to the voluntaryrevised address. Things like that which we can
explain to you in great detail. organisations.

(Sir Richard Mottram) Demand was generated186. We only have ten minutes left. The fact that on us.we have to spend some time discussing this, it seems
(Ms Cleveland) And the voluntary organisationsto me is an indication of management failure in the

were consulted.Department that you have not had these issues
resolved some time ago. 196. They were consulted rather than going to
(Sir Richard Mottram) I assure you that if they them.

were easily resolvable we would have resolved them.

187. But you are not there to deal with the easy
problems. A man of your seniority is there to deal

Angela Eaglewith diYcult problems.
(Sir Richard Mottram) Precisely. 197. I think this is a pretty good Report, but I

would like to ask Miss Cleveland how you see the188. Are you saying that diYcult problems it
new Pension Service developing so that you canshould be acceptable that they are not dealt with?
target the campaigns on Minimum Income(Sir Richard Mottram) No, of course not.
Guarantee and obviously Pension Credit when it

189. Good. I am very glad to hear that. Can I just comes into being more eVectively than getting the
clarify in terms of the voluntary sector do you fund 139,000 successful and 111,000 unsuccessful result of
or help fund campaigns by the voluntary sector to the targeted campaign that was run last year.
assist take-up? Clearly many of the voluntary (Ms Cleveland) Can I take that in two stages? In
organisations will not have adequate funding to do, terms of people who are newly becoming pensioners,
eVectively, what is your job for you. when we are actually taking a claim for Retirement

(SirRichardMottram) I do not know, is the answer Pension we also, at that time, collect income
to that question.10 There are organisations we would information in relation to that person in order to do
be funding. Whether we are funding them a full assessment of their overall pension entitlement,
particularly for the take-up campaigns I do not whichwould include the PensionCredit element of it.
know. So that is capturing the people who may have come

through with Income Support entitlement but also190. The fact that you do not knowwhether or not
picking up at that stage, those having an entitlementyou have funding available to do that is a cause of
to Pension Credit, and certainly picking up thesome concern. Referring to the 48-page Report, how
savings reward element of that. In terms of the othermany pensioners do you think will sit down and
current pensioners, clearly we are going to pick up allread it?
the cases currently receiving Minimum Income(Sir Richard Mottram) Which 48-page document?
Guarantee because we are just transferring those

191. The Guide to Benefits. across. We are looking to use our data information
(Sir Richard Mottram) I would think that a about people who have recently made claims to

number of pensioners could sit down and read it. Minimum Income Guarantee but who have been
perhaps slightly above the threshold, perhaps due to192. What sort of number?
small amounts of occupational pension or due to(Sir Richard Mottram) How many have read it? I
capital. Again we can identify some of those, so wedo not know. Four and a half million have been
would be targeting them directly. Then, in terms ofissued. How many have been read I do not know.
the general marketing campaign that would be going

193. You have no assessment as to how eVective on at the same time, we are writing individually to
the production of these millions of documents has pensioners. We are staggering that over a period of
been? time; we cannot do it all at once because we need to
(Sir Richard Mottram) As far as I know, the make sure that we learn the lessons from some of the

feedback on it is positive. We can give you the data other new benefits that were introduced to make sure
we have on it.11 we can actually cope administratively with

processing that number of cases.194. The feedback is undoubtedly positive, I would
have thought, in the sense that you are clearly 198. In terms of the 75% target take-up for Pension
making an eVort, but it is a question of how eVective Credit, am I right in thinking that that is actually 75%
it is, is it not? How many people have claimed as a of a larger figure thanwould be eligible forMinimum
result of this 48-page document? Do you know that? Income Guarantee?
(Ms Cleveland) We do not have that. We know (Sir Richard Mottram) Yes.

from the survey that we have done that 60% of the
people who received it contacted one of the 199. By definition the benefit is more generous and
organisations that were actually mentioned in the even though it looks like it is a target in the same ball
guide. That is not necessarily just DWP; it may be park it actually involves significantly larger numbers.
local authorities or a voluntary sector. (Sir Richard Mottram) Yes, it is broadly 75% of

four million households whereas the total MIG
population, so to speak, is about two million10 Ev 21

11 Ev 21 households, depending on the range.
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200. So the target, although it is the same problem. The scale of the operation in relation to the

investment that was put in historically and the naturepercentage, it would be an increase in terms of
numbers. of that investment—which was all in ICL

computers—has in itself created a set of issues for us.(Sir Richard Mottram) Yes. It is in the same ball
park, but it is doubled.

203. Perhaps Ms Cleveland you could talk about
201. When I was at the Department, I was the work that is being done a the moment to try to

astonished to discover that the Department did not integrate Housing Benefit. Of course, not everyone
know where pensioners lived. If they were claiming who claims Housing Benefit is a pensioner and
by ACT clearly there is a home address, but up until receiving Council Tax Benefits systems. There are
that time there would be no reason to collect the 409 diVerent systems in 409 diVerent local authorities
home addresses of pensioners who claim via post with the systems that the Pension Service is going to
oYces. There was work being undertaken to see what be running.
could be done to remedy that. Where have you got (Ms Cleveland) Clearly the Housing Benefits and
with that work? Do we now know where our Council Tax Benefits are matters for the local
pensioners live, or are we still having diYculty trying authorities. One of the things we have tried to do to
to contact them? actually get better information through to Housing
(Ms Cleveland) We have much better information Benefit sections, for example, is providing remote

both as to where pensioners live and also where access terminals.
future pensioners, particularly men, live. This is one

204. RATS, yes, I know.of the benefits of the winter fuel exercise, that people
(Ms Cleveland) Yes. Through that, for their caseare actually updating us with their addresses; it is a

loads, they can actually check to see whetherbig incentive for people to tell us where they live. It is
someone is actually in receipt of Income Support. Itbeginning to make an improvement in the number of
is a quick verification for them in terms of taking thatclaim packs that were sent out to pensioners, actually
forward. We are hoping in the longer term to begetting through to people. Wewere getting a lot back
actually able to provide that sort of direct linkof “not known at this address” but those numbers are
through as well for our local service staV in portablenow decreasing as the quality of the addresses is
access terminals.improving. So that is an on-going issue, and we hope

at some stage to be able to have the addresses of all 205. There in an increasing trend, is there not, for
our pensioners and we are also looking to transfer secondment across from the one system to other so
more cases through to Automatic Credit Transfer that you may have a benefit expert available in the
and we will pick up more information there. local authority—one stop shop or whatever—so that

you can give that information directly with, of202. The other thing that astonished me when I
course, security cleared access into your systems.first got into the Department was the very primitive
(Ms Cleveland) I think the Report actuallynature of the IT and the huge modernisation process

identifies some cases of good practice in terms ofwas put into place to begin to develop not only
taking that forward. We have had, from localscreens that had some colour on but might actually
authorities, a response ranging from positive to veryuseWindows. Also IT systems that could talk to each
positive in terms of wanting to work closely with Theother across benefits. How is that going? Clearly it is
Pension Service. That is good for us in terms of take-important in that it enables you to do some of this
up, but it is also good for local authorities underwork in guiding people through the system rather
their responsibilities for fairer charging and thethan expecting people to know the system.
requirement on them to give benefit advice to people(Sir RichardMottram) If I can speak broadly then,
when they are charging for services. It is not just inif you like, Alexis can tell you a bit more about the
the Housing Benefit area; it goes across the whole ofprecise process in relation to pension service
the social services that they provide.modernisation. I, too, when I joined this

Department, was amazed to discover that 206. We have talked a lot about pension take-up
traditionally people did not have PC’s or Windows and the Pension Credit, which is important, but the
based systems and we are rolling out, across the Disability Benefits are also important, particularly
whole Department, PC’s which use Windows and I things like Attendance Allowance, and can increase
think recently we rolled out the hundred-thousandth a pensioner’s income by a significant amount. What
such PC. This is the biggest ITmodernisation project are you doing in the newly evolving pension service
of its kind in Europe, if not in the world. Most of the to try to cover that particular area of benefit
big mainframe systems we use are happily known as entitlement?
legacy systems and are in various stages of (MsCleveland)We are looking at the total pension
obsolescence. The big problem in relation, in entitlement and that would include Attendance
particular, to the core Income Support system— Allowance if that was appropriate in the case and
which is the one we are talking about here—is that then we are oVering sign-posting through the
ideally you would like to migrate that system on to a Department through to the Disability and Care
new generation set of computers but you have to use Directorate. They are looking at ways to modernise
it every hour of every day and we have yet to find a their services and going through the same sorts of
way of migrating that system on to a new platform. processes of looking at claim forms, looking at
So that is an area we are working on at the moment. telephone services et cetera.
There are many emerging ways in which you can try
to get round that problem. This is some of what I was 207. How happy are you with the simplification of

the claim forms. You have an extremely complexalluding to earlier. Amazingly enough, none of them
are actually simple. We have a really serious system of passported benefits as the table in this
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Report demonstrates. But it is also extremely diYcult move forward with both the roll-out of The Pension

Service itself andwith the Pension Credit as a benefit,for anyone, let alone an older person, to fill in, these
forms. The 40-page Income Support form has been then that will be evaluated like all of our

departmental programmes. When we have the take-taken down to ten pages, but equally the Disability
Benefit application forms can be complex. Can I ask up campaign that we were alluding to earlier we will

build in a requirement to evaluate the eVectiveness ofMr Brereton if work is being done to simplify them.
I am aware of the tension between simplification and each component part of that campaign, and then that

will then feed into lessons as we go forward as to howgetting accurate information.
we should better tailor our messages.(Mr Brereton) Probably the most interesting trial

we have had so far is reducing by about half the
210. If you are doing that take-up campaign as youlength of the Attendance Allowance claim for

introduce the scheme to begin with, then you havepensioners over 75, then following up information
nothing to compare with, have you?that was given on paper by a telephone call. This has
(Sir Richard Mottram) We have some of thehad two eVects. One, it has made it much easier to fill

lessons we have learned from theMIG campaign, forin. Secondly, we have hadmore accurate information
example. Nothing to compare it with in what sense?frompensioners of what their actual needs are.When

they sit down with a form we often think that they 211. Currently you have a scheme in place—MIG
tend to understate their requirements because they if you like—and you have found that it is not
are often proud of their independence and therefore universally taken up, so you have introduced various
they tend to write up their abilities to do household schemes to try to encourage take-up in diVerent
and personal tasks.We have a number of pilots going ways, and you would hopefully be able to monitor
on not just in simplification but more eVective how much the increase of take-up has gone up for
communication with pensioners. each scheme you have introduced. In practice I

understand that has been very diYcult to do as you208. One last question. Again, when I arrived at
have been changing the scheme and introducing newthe Department, take-up activity was absent
bits to the scheme and changing the name and Godprobably completely. What percentage of the time of
knows what else. It is diYcult to identify what wasyour staV and resources are you planning to devote
the real result of a particular take-up scheme. If youto this area now?
are having a scheme to try to encourage take-up on a(Sir Richard Mottram) Can I go away and think
completely new type of benefit—or given an entirelyabout that. I would have said that the way in which
new name—then it is diYcult to see how you canwe are re-engineering most of the processes of The
monitor how eVective that take-up is because you arePension Service is actually designed to facilitate
not starting from a platform of a take-up of 50% andpeople getting the benefits they are entitled to, but
seeing if it rises to 60%; you are starting at nothingwhether I could put a particular figure on it I do
as it is a completely new scheme. There is nothing tonot know.12
monitor it against.
(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not think it is a

completely new scheme. It has a diVerent name andMr Rendel
it has a set of target pensioners, some of whom are209. I had an opportunity in Question Time this already receiving an existing benefit. Some of theafternoon to ask the minister about the lack of lessons we have learned from the MIG take-upinformation on the cost eVectiveness and diVerent campaign are quite clearly relevant as to how weways of encouraging take-up and how she planned to would persuade pensioners to take on a relatedmake sure she was using her resources in the best benefit. We have ideas about that bit of thepossible ways and what further plans she had to population, which we would now be targetingincrease the monitoring of cost eVectiveness of alongside the existing MIG recipients, for example.diVerent schemes and she merely referred to the

NAOReport and said that it has proved very diYcult 212. I quite understand that you have learned some
in the past, or words to that eVect. And then she went lessons and you think you know what worked and
on to read out what was clearly the answer to the what did not, but it is a matter of thinking you knew
question she had expected me to ask but which I what worked because up to now there has been no
actually had not asked, so that exercise was fairly real figurative monitoring of what has worked and
futile. What I would therefore like to ask you, if I what has not. That is what the NAO report says,
may, is what plans you have for improving the anyway.
monitoring and cost eVectiveness of diVerent take-up (Sir Richard Mottram) I think what the NAO
schemes because at present it seems that we just do reports says is something slightly diVerent which is
not know whether they are really working or not. that we need a more structured approach to

(Sir RichardMottram) I think the broad answer to evaluation both on what we do in relation to take-up
your question is that we have been doing quite a lot and in what other authorities do in relation to take-
of research on diVerent aspects of the pensioner up and we have, for example, in the Good Practice
population and how that might give us messages Guide that we alluded to earlier—that we agreed with
about how we might tailor our approaches to the LGA—that focusses on this issue so that at each
diVerent segments of the pensioner population (a level (central government, local government) we will
ghastly phrase, but I think you know what I mean) think about a more structured approach to
and we are also researching the triggers which would evaluation. But we have certainly sought to
encourage people to apply. Things like that. As we evaluate—and the NAO report touches on this—the

consequences of the various steps we took in the
12 Ev 22 MIG take-up campaign and we would argue that,
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[Mr Rendel Cont]
although we cannot be precise because diVerent (Mr Glicksman) The Chancellor is very keen to

encourage high take-up and if I could just come in oncomponent parts of it overlapped—and this will be
true I think in relation to Pension Credit as well— a point that was made earlier, there is no incentive

whatsoever in the system on the Department to holdthat campaign was actually cost eVective, it was
worth spending that money to produce that result. back on its eVorts for take-up. In eVect, it has an

automatic claim on the reserve and the Treasury
covers any over-performance by the department

Mr Jenkins against its forecast.
(Sir Richard Mottram) The only constraint we213. Looking at the overall situationwith regard to

have, of course, is that we have to do this—this is notpensioners have you thought about looking—no
in any way to disagree with the point that has justdoubt you have—at the take-up (I know it is not
been made, which is a fundamentally importantquite the same) for the free TV licences for the over
point—we have to do this within the DEL that we75’s?
have agreed with the Treasury over a three year(Sir Richard Mottram) I have not personally
period. I am not complaining about this; it islooked at the take-up of the free TV licences, but it is
absolutely right. That means that should incentivisea very interesting question. Do you mean what
us to think about the cost eVective ways of driving uppercentage?
take-up because that is what we should be doing. We

214. What percentage, yes. Numbers. work very closely with the Treasury actually on all
(Sir Richard Mottram) I do not know the answer the forecasting and on this whole area and they never

to that, I am afraid. Shall I find out for you?13 suggest to us that we should hold back.
Chairman: Thank you very much for that. We are215. Yes, please, I would love to know the answer.

all, I hope, pushing at an open door. There is may
be up to 200 thousand pensioners—the poorest

Chairman pensioners—who are not claiming what they should
and I am sure we are all trying to work together and216. Thank you verymuch for coming to see us this
our report will make this point. I will not labour theafternoon.We have forborne to ask any questions of
point about Minimum Income Guarantee. Mr Fieldthe Treasury about what would happen if these
has made the point; I have made the point. I am surecampaigns were successful and suddenly the £2
we will return to the issue of targets, particularly forbillion disappeared out of your account, but we will
Pension Credit and perhaps a more challengingleave that for another day. Actually, as you are
target on Pension Credit. I think your target is threesitting there, why do you not answer it?
million by 2006, with an estimated 4.1 million who
are going to be eligible so we will return to this in our
report. Meanwhile, it only remains for me to thank
you all very much for coming this afternoon; we are
very grateful.

13 Ev 23

APPENDIX 1

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Work and Pensions

Question 20: The cost of providing a pension at MIG levels for all pensioners over 80

In 2003–04, the estimated cost to the National Insurance Fund of increasing the basic state pension to the
level of the MIG for those aged 80! would be in the region of £3 billion.

In 2003–04, the estimated net increase to public expenditure as a result of increasing the basic state pension
to the level of the MIG for those aged 80! would be in the region of £2 billion. The net cost takes account
of savings in income-related benefits.

Question 21: The administrative savings if means-testing limited to the under 80s

We estimate that Retirement Pension costs about £5.40 per case to deliver compared with about £53.70 for
means tested entitlements like Income Support and Minimum Income Guarantees. About 169,000 people
over the age of 80 claim Minimum Income Guarantee. Multiplying this caseload by the diVerence in cost
produces a figure of about £8.2 million. Any saving would be oVset partly by the additional cost of running
two rates of retirement pension.
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Question 34: Any ball park estimates on due to lack of take-up howmuch local authorities are losing to give them
greater incentives to take-up and make other people take out the money which then goes through their account?

Only Housing Benefit payments to pensioners who live in Local Authority properties go through the
HousingRevenue Account (HRA). If a pensioner has a private landlord this would not go through theHRA.
The subsidy that LAs receive fluctuates depending on the caseload.

However, LAs can increase the amount of funding they receive through Revenue Support Grant based on
the Standard Spending Assessment. For example, one factor used to determine the amount of the Standard
Spending Assessment is the number of pensioners receiving Attendance Allowance. This would eVect the
distribution of the grant to local authorities, not the overall pot.

Question 38: Of the budgets that you have made, on how many occasions have your campaigns for take-up been
so successful that you had to ask for more money?

In the past five years (covering the financial years 1997–98 to 2001–02) the department has not had to ask
Parliament for more money to cover higher take-up of Minimum Income Guarantee (MIG) than predicted.

Expenditure on MIG has been as follows (figures in millions):

Income Support for Elderly/Minimum Income Guarantee—expenditure and out-turn

£ million, cash 1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02

Departmental Report: 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Cash or resource basis: Cash Cash Cash Cash Resource
Provision 3,878 3,776 3,827 4,052 4,540
Actual Spending 3,773 3,619 3,781 3,984 4,486
Under (") / over (!) spend "105 "157 "47 "68 "55

Note: 2000–01 plans were on a cash basis, published out-turn on a resource basis. To ensure consistency
we have quoted the unpublished cash out-turn.

Questions 60 and 63:What is the eVect of having Pension Credit over going back to proposals which allow those
with occupational and private pensions to have the Pension Income disregarded fromMIG calculation? So those
with, say an additional £40—or whatever figure you want to pick—would have it disregarded for calculations
for MIG

The following compares the income of a single person with a private pension of £40 per week (a) on MIG
(b) on MIG with a £40 private/occupational pension disregard (c) on Pension Credit. (It assumes all are in
receipt of the full basic state pension):

(a) £117.45

(b) £142.10

(c) £126.10

The cost of the disregard of up to £40 of private/occupational pension would be £1.3 billion on top of the
full cost ofMIG (for 100% of potential claimants). This assumes current savings behaviour though thatmight
change with a disregard (see below).

The cost of PC on top of MIG in a full year would be £2 billion (calculated on a slightly diVerent basis
because our estimates for budgetary purposes are based on actual and projected levels of take up).

Pension Credit delivers a progressive savings credit and thus a higher level of income thanMIG, to a larger
number of people than a disregard restricted to private occupational pensions.

A disregard would not deliver the progressive withdrawal of state entitlements oVered by Pension Credit.
Set at £40, someone with between £40 and £60 of private pension income would be no better oV. That
perceived unfairness is addressed by Pension Credit.

Two million people in receipt of SERPs second pensions, but without an additional occupational pension,
may benefit from the PC savings credit, but not from this income disregard. Nor would people with income
from non-pension savings, or earnings benefit, as they would from Pension Credit. A £40 disregard extended
to SERPS income would be considerably more costly than Pension Credit—an additional £3 billion per year
on top of the full cost of MIG.

Restricting it to private/occupational pensions, on the other hand, discriminates against other forms of
income, notably SERPs, other savings and earned income. All of these are worth encouraging for those on
lower incomes, for whom a private occupational pension may not be the best option.
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Question 144: Has the Department decided to pay for all late Winter Fuel payment claims on the grounds that
the original form and the original letter were not suYciently explicit?

The Department is looking into the issues raised by the individual case referred to by David Rendel MP
during the hearing.

Question 146–149: Are you are aware that Liverpool City Council has recently introduced a proactive policy of
phoning people about Housing Benefits to try to encourage them to take-up Housing Benefit if they are eligible
to do so? If you are aware of this, do you have any plans to introduce that nationwide or even to encourage other
local authorities to introduce a similar scheme?

We are aware of the scheme and will include it as an example of good practice in the next edition of the
Performance Standards which is due for update in April 2003.

Question 160: What estimate have you made of the potential savings to the health service for each extra
pensioner who takes up their full benefit entitlement?

While it is a reasonable assumption that pensioners who receive their full benefit entitlement will live
healthier lives, we do not have estimates of the savings to the National Health Service.

Discussions are taking place with the Department of Health, to look at ways of improving older people’s
independence by ensuring they receive their entitlements to benefits and health care. This work would build
on successful local initiatives that have taken place, for example theRotherhamActive in Later Life (RAILL)
project, run by Age Concern, which provides health promotion activities for older people in local leisure
centres at six locations. As part of this future development, we will be exploring the scope for closer working
with GPs and other health professionals and examining how we can evaluate the eVect of such initiatives.

Question 189: Funding the voluntary sector to assist take-up?

We appreciate the importance of the work to increase take-up of entitlements undertaken by voluntary
organisations and, as the report acknowledges, we nowworkmuchmore closely with them. This in turn helps
facilitate their objectives.

We are considering the scope for funding, for example to meet their extra costs in supporting joint
initiatives with the local service of The Pension Service.

Questions 190 and 193: Any assessment the 48 page Pensioners’ Guide?

Since February 2001, 4.5 million copies of the Pensioners’ Guide have been distributed. This equates to
coverage of 40% of the total pensioner population of 11.5 million. The guides have been issued through
various outlets: many have been requested via the orderline. The remainder have been sent to outlets which
are frequented by pensioners such as Post OYces, GP surgeries, supermarkets. Lloyds Chemists, WRVS
Meals on Wheels service and distributed at DWP events and through mailings to charities etc.

We have recently conducted evaluation research into people’s attitudes to the Pensioners’ Guide. The
research found very positive and enthusiastic reactions across the range of people interviewed.

The age of the respondents for the research spread from 56 to 86 years, although half of them were under
65. The interviews were split fairly evenly by sex. There were three audio users (one blind) and overall, three
from ethnic communities.

— The Guide was described as a “bible” and a “reference document”.

— It was felt to be handy to have that amount of information in one place.

— It was felt to be a good handy size, easy to read, clear and simple without seeming patronising.

— The “Question and Answer” style was liked as it helped the less confident through the book. And
it helped people feel that they were entitled to receive benefits without having to feel embarrassed
or uncomfortable about it.

— No-one complained about the cost of producing the Guide which reflects well on its perceived value
to the target audience.

— People coming up to retirement liked the Guide to see what they may be entitled to.

— People already retired liked the information on other things available to them (not necessarily
benefits) eg; adult learning, voluntary work, reduced prices into galleries

We plan to include a questionnaire in the Guide from April 2003 which will give recipients an opportunity
to provide direct feedback.
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Question 208: What percentage of the time of DWP staV and resources are you planning to devote to take-up
activity?

Pension Credit

During the take-on period for Pension Credit, April 2003–September 2004, the Pension Service will be
implementing a marketing and communications campaign to encourage take-up of Pension Credit as an
entitlement. It will involve targeted mailshots to most pensioner households encouraging those who are most
likely to be eligible to apply for their Pension Credit. To complement this, we will be working in partnership
with Special Interest Groups to deliver additional local and national communications and take-up
activities/events.

On average, up to 550 Pension Service staV (approximately 3.2% of The Pensions Groups’ total workforce
in 2003–04) will be involved in co-ordinating and promoting take-up activities at both national and local level.
In addition to the staV involved directly in promoting take-up, an average of up to 2,500 additional full-time
staV (approximately 14.5% of The Pensions Group’s total workforce in 2003–04) will be required to handle
the high volumes of contacts and process applications during the period to September 2004. Through this the
Department will be able tomake significant progress towards achieving its PSA target of 3million households
in receipt of Pension Credit by 2006.

Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit

Local authorities are responsible for undertaking take-up campaigns for Housing andCouncil Tax Benefit.
We do not hold information on the amount of their staV time allocated to initiatives to increase take-up of
these benefits.

However, in April 2002, DWP issued to all local authorities the Housing and Council Tax Benefit
Performance Standards. The guide sets performance standards for local authorities administration of
Housing and Council Tax Benefit schemes. Local authorities are advised that to meet the standard they
need to:

— Make their benefits services available to people with special needs, including “people who are
vulnerable because of their age”.

— OVer “home visits to claimants who have diYculty reaching the oYce by public transport because
of age, illness or disability”.

— Have “a written strategy or plan to encourage take–up of HB/CTB that goes beyond the first step
of raising awareness, to ensuring that eligible claimants are enabled to make successful claims,
addressing issues of customer service, availability of help and advice, and access”. This should
include “work to identify and target information at particular groups”, including “under-claiming
groups, such as elderly private tenants”.

LAs can be said to be performing above standard if they, for example:

— Have “procedures in place to recognise when a claim is from someone vulnerable or with a disability
and ensure that the claim is dealt with appropriately”.

— “Co-operate with The Pension service on national campaigns to promote the take-up of non HB/
CTB benefits such as MIG”.

Attendance Allowance and Disability Living Allowance

On AA and DLA our policy is to work with partners on targeted take-up initiatives. StaV in the Disability
and Carer Directorate are proactive in making contact with a wide range of local, regional and national
voluntary welfare rights organisations. And we expect take-up of AA to increase through other initiatives
such as theMIG campaign and Pension Credit take-up strategy. Disability and Carers’ Service has a national
network of 14 Customer Service Managers directly involved in local, regional and national Outreach events
to promote the take up of DLA and AA. There is a directorate Customer Service Team and a
Communications Team which directly supports the network by planning and co-ordinating events and
developing suitable communication products and publicity material for external customer organisations.
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Question 213–214: Looking at the overall situation with regard to pensioners have you thought about looking—
no doubt you have—at the take-up (I know it is not quite the same) for the free TV licences for the over 75s.
What percentage and numbers?

In 2001–02, the BBC issued 3.9 million free TV licences. Our estimates suggest that this represents almost
total take-up for the Over 75 licences. It is not possible to provide exact take-up rates because the numbers
for the eligible population are based on a household survey which is subject to sampling variation.

We will look into any lessons we can learn from the high take-up of television licenses, although the
parallels with income-related benefits are limited.

January 2003
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